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ABSTRACT
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a degenerative disorder of the central part of the retina, which mainly affects
older people and leads to permanent loss of vision in advanced stages of the disease. AMD grading of non-advanced AMD
patients allows risk assessment for the development of advanced AMD and enables timely treatment of patients, to prevent
vision loss. AMD grading is currently performed manually on color fundus images, which is time consuming and expensive. In this paper, we propose a supervised classification method to distinguish patients at high risk to develop advanced
AMD from low risk patients and provide an exact AMD stage determination. The method is based on the analysis of the
number and size of drusen on color fundus images, as drusen are the early characteristics of AMD. An automatic drusen
detection algorithm is used to detect all drusen. A weighted histogram of the detected drusen is constructed to summarize
the drusen extension and size and fed into a random forest classifier in order to separate low risk from high risk patients and
to allow exact AMD stage determination. Experiments showed that the proposed method achieved similar performance
as human observers in distinguishing low risk from high risk AMD patients, obtaining areas under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve of 0.929 and 0.934. A weighted kappa agreement of 0.641 and 0.622 versus two observers were
obtained for AMD stage evaluation. Our method allows for quick and reliable AMD staging at low costs.
Keywords: Age-related macular degeneration, Grading, Supervised classification

1. INTRODUCTION
Age-related Macular Degeneration (AMD) is the most important cause of legal blindness amongst the elder people in
developed countries.1 AMD can progress from early and intermediate stages, with no or subtle visual changes, to an
advanced stage, where the loss of central vision can occur quickly. Recent studies showed that patients with intermediate
AMD are at higher risk of developing advanced AMD.2 Timely detection of those patients at risk is crucial to instruct
patients and to apply prophylactic regimen such as vitamin supplementation to slow down the progression of the disease.3, 4
Therefore, identification of high risk patients is a key for saving vision.
Identification of patients at risk is currently performed using color fundus images by manually determining the size
and extension of drusen, yellowish-white subretinal deposits that are the hallmark features of early and intermediate AMD,
besides other retinal changes such as retinal pigmentary abnormalities.5 Figure 1 shows an image containing drusen. However, human grading is time-consuming and prone to inter-observer variations.6 Automating this process can significantly
reduce the specialist’s workload and pave the way for a cost-efficient screening program for risk patients. Several methods
have been proposed in the literature to automatically determine the presence of drusen.7, 8 However, only the presence of
drusen is not directly correlated with the risk of progression to advanced AMD. The presence of a few small drusen is
normal with advancing age but it is not a sign of underlying AMD. Drusen number, location, area and size also have to be
taken into account for this. Other methods only quantified the drusen extension without determining the disease stage or
patients at high risk.9–12 We are not aware of a software that automatically detects patients at high risk and differentiates
between AMD stages based on drusen extension and size.
In this paper, we propose a method for the automatic identification of patients who are at high risk of developing
advanced AMD and for exact AMD stage grading based on the analysis of drusen extension and size on color fundus
images. Drusen extension and size is encoded by means of a weighted histogram using the outcome of an automatic drusen
detection system developed in our group. A supervised classification method makes use of this information to detect images
of high risk patients and to determine the disease stage.
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(a) Color fundus image containing drusen

(b) Zoomed in

Figure 1. (a): Example color fundus image containing drusen, yellowish-white spots in the image. (b) shows the zoomed in region
indicated by the black box on (a).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Materials
For this study, 257 images of eyes of non-advanced AMD patients and control subjeccts were randomly selected from the
European Genetic Database13, 14 (EUGENDA), a large multicenter database for clinical and molecular analysis of AMD. A
Topcon TRC 501X digital fundus camera at 50◦ (Topcon Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and a Canon CR-DGi non-mydriatic
retinal camera at 45◦ (Canon Inc., Tokyo, Japan) were used to acquire color fundus images centered on the macular region.
Before imaging, pupil dilation was achieved with topical 1.0% tropicamide and 2.5% phenylephrine. Images from both
cameras were merged into one dataset. The images were graded independently by two trained graders (Observer 1 and
Observer 2) using the staging criteria adopted from the Wisconsin age-related maculopathy grading system, classifying
images into no AMD, early AMD and intermediate AMD.5 According to Observer 1, 118 images were identified as no
AMD, 64 images as early AMD and 75 images as intermediate AMD; whereas Observer 2 annotated 120 images with no
AMD, 61 images with early AMD and 76 images with intermediate AMD.

2.2 Automatic drusen detection system
In order to determine the drusen extension and size, a method to automatically detect drusen in color fundus images is
applied. The method is based on three different steps: a candidate extraction step, a segmentation step and a drusen
classification step. In the first step, a pixel probability map representing the pixel probability to belong to a bright lesion
is obtained, using a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier and a group of features extracted from Gaussian filter banks.15
In the second step, drusen candidate lesions are segmented using dynamic programming with the local maxima from the
pixel probability map as seed points. After this step, a group of candidate lesions {1, ..., i, ..., N } are segmented in the
image. In the last step, the candidate lesions are assigned a probability of being a true druse using a Linear Discriminant
classifier (LDA). For this last step, a large set of features including color, shape, context and intensity features are used.
The classifiers used in these steps are trained with a separate group of training images, which are not used for our present
study.15 The output of the drusen detection system is a drusen probability map where pi represents the probability of the
segmented lesion i of being a true druse. See Figure 2 for an example of the output of the drusen detection system.
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(a) Color fundus image

(b) Drusen detected on the color fundus image

Figure 2. (a): Color fundus image. (b): Automatic detected drusen on (a). Brighter color represents a higher probability of being a true
druse.

2.3 Analysis of drusen extension and size
To encode the drusen extension and size of an image, a weighted histogram is created. Let di be the size (µm) of the
segmented lesion i, calculated as its largest diameter. Given pi and di , the value hn of the histogram bin n is defined as:
hn =

X

pi

(1)

i∈Ln

where Ln is the group of lesions whose size is τ n ≤ di < τ (n + 1). τ and n control the bin size and the histogram
resolution, respectively. For this study, n = 0, ..., 36 and τ = 10µm was used. Note that the last bin (n = 36) takes into
account all the drusen with sizes di larger than 360 µm. Figure 3 shows some example images with different AMD stages
and the corresponding histograms.

2.4 Identification of high-risk patients and AMD staging
Using the previously described histogram as features, a supervised classifier is trained to separate images of high risk
patients (with intermediate AMD) from images of low risk patients (no AMD or early AMD). In a pilot experiment,
different classifiers were tested for this task, namely a Linear Discriminant classifier (LDA), a k-nearest neighbor classifier
(kNN), a gentle boost classifier (GBC), a random forest classifier (RF) and a support vector machine classifier (SVM). The
RF classifier slightly outperformed the other classifiers. Therefore, only the results of the experiments using the RF are
reported.
For determining the exact AMD stage, a one-versus-one voting scheme16 using RF classifiers and the histogram features
is used to classify the image into no AMD, early AMD or intermediate AMD. If the voting tied, the image was assigned to
the stage early AMD because this stage is the most ambiguous stage, being in between the other two stages.

3. RESULTS
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis was performed using a leave-one-out procedure to evaluate the system
performance in identifying high risk patients. Due to the lack of a single gold-standard, the system was evaluated first
taking the annotations of Observer 1 as reference standard and then taking the annotations of Observer 2 as reference
standard. Figure 4 shows the corresponding ROC curves. Areas under the ROC curve of 0.929 and 0.934 were obtained
using Observer 1 and 2 as reference standard, respectively. For the cut-off point in the ROCs which maximizes sensitivity
+ specificity, the CAD system reached sensitivity/specificity pairs of 0.885/0.867 and 0.895/0.882 using Observer 1 and
Observer 2 as reference, respectively. Observer 1 has a sensitivity/specificity pair of 0.842/0.939, whereas Observer 2
performs at 0.853/0.934, when using the other observer as reference.
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(c) Sample color fundus image of early AMD
(d) Early AMD: Histogram of the image shown in (c) representing
intermediate drusen load

(e) Sample color fundus image of intermediate AMD

(f) Intermediate AMD: Histogram of the image shown in (e) representing large drusen load
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(b) No AMD: Histogram of the image shown in (a) representing
small drusen load
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(a) Sample color fundus image without AMD

Figure 3. (a),(c),(e): Color fundus image in different AMD stage. (b),(d),(f): Weighted histogram of images (a),(c) and (e), respectively.
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Figure 4. ROC curves of the proposed system for distinguishing high risk patients (with intermediate AMD) from low risk patients (with
no AMD or early AMD). (a) Annotations of Observer 2 are used as reference standard. The operating point of Observer 1 (Obs 1) is
plotted as well. CAD system reached an area under the ROC of 0.934. (b): Annotations of Observer 1 are used as reference standard.
The performance of Observer 2 (Obs 2) is plotted as well. CAD system reached an area under the ROC of 0.929.

To evaluate the system performance in determining the exact AMD stage, the kappa (κ) agreement between the proposed system and both observers was calculated using a leave-one-out scheme. The confusion matrices and the corresponding weighted kappa agreement for the automatic system and the observers are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Confusion matrix of staging AMD into 1: no AMD, 2: early AMD and 3: intermediate AMD. (a) Results of the automatic
system (CAD) vs observer 1 (Obs 1), (b) CAD vs and observer 2 (Obs 2) and (c) Obs 1 vs Obs 2. Kappa (κ) agreement and 95%
confidence interval (CI) are also reported in the tables.
(a) CAD vs Obs 1

Obs 1

CAD
1
2
3
99 15 4
36 23 5
6
8
61
κ=0.641
95% CI = 0.563-0.718

stage
1
2
3

(b) CAD vs Obs 2

Obs 2

CAD
1
2
3
98 17 5
31 21 9
6
10 60
κ=0.622
95% CI = 0.544-0.700
stage
1
2
3

(c) Obs1 vs Obs 2

Obs 2

Obs 1
1
2
3
103 15 2
13
39 9
2
10 64
κ=0.765
95% CI = 0.704-0.827

stage
1
2
3

4. DISCUSSION
In this paper a supervised classification method automatic for identification of patients who are at high risk of developing
advanced AMD as well as for exact AMD stage classification was presented. Our system operates at performance equal to
human observers for the identification of high risk patients and shows promising results for exact AMD stage classification.
For the evaluation of the system, we have used a large dataset, including patients without AMD and patients with nonadvanced AMD for evaluation of the proposed system. As it is shown in Figure 4, similar performance as the human
observers can be reached using the proposed system. Figure 5 shows example images correctly identified as low risk (5(a))
or as high risk (5(b)) according to both observers.
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(a) CAD output: low probability to be high risk AMD

(b) CAD output: high probability to be high risk AMD

Figure 5. (a): Example image where the CAD system outputs a low probability to be high risk and both observers indicated that the
image is low risk. (b): Example image where the CAD system outputs a high probability to be high risk and both observers indicated
that the image is high risk.

However, the system also has few misclassifications. In Figure 6(a), an example image where the output of the CAD
system to be high risk AMD was low, whereas observers indicated that the image was high risk AMD. This could be due
to that the image contains only one relatively large drusen within the grid used for grading and the corresponding weighted
histogram is not well enough defined in the training set. Adding more examples in the training set might solve this problem.
In Figure 6(b), an example image where the CAD output for high risk AMD was high, whereas the observers indicated
that the image is low risk AMD. In this image, a relative large number of false positive drusen were detected by the drusen
detection algorithm. As a results, the weighted histograms encoding the drusen load accounts for more drusen than the ones
actually present in the image. Another reason for misclassifications was bad quality images. Drusen might not be detected
due to low contrast or sometimes camera artifacts caused wrong drusen detection. For exact AMD stage identification,

(a) CAD output: low probability to be high risk AMD

(b) CAD output: high probability to be high risk AMD

Figure 6. (a): Example image where the CAD system outputs a low probability to be high risk, whereas both observers indicated that
the image is high risk. (b): Example image where the CAD system outputs a high probability to be high risk, whereas both observers
indicated that the image is low risk.

the agreement between the proposed system and the human observers is substantial, but slightly lower than the agreement
obtained between observers. The misclassification of the system mainly appeared when distinguishing between no AMD
and early AMD. This might be caused because the detection of pigmentary changes, needed to distinguish no AMD from
early AMD,5 is not included in this study. In future work we will investigate the influence of these changes in AMD stage
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Another reason might be that some subtle drusen were not detected by the drusen detection system. Therefore, the
image is classified into no AMD, while observers indicate that the image is early AMD. Figure 7 shows a color fundus
image with very subtle drusen. In this image, not all drusen were detected by the drusen detection system. The image
contains very subtle drusen, not picked up by the system. Images classified as early AMD by the system, whereas observers
indicated that the image has no signs of AMD mainly correspond to images containing reflections of the internal limiting
membrane or containing other non-AMD-related abnormalities. Sometimes, these are also detected as drusen by the drusen
detection system, resulting in a weighted histogram containing a false higher drusen load. Improving the drusen detection
to remove those false detected drusen could therefore lead to an improvement in AMD stage classification. Other studies

.I
(a) Color fundus image

(b) Zoomed in

Figure 7. (a): Example color fundus image containing very subtle drusen. (b) shows the zoomed in region indicated by the black box on
(a). Black arrows on (b) indicate locations of very subtle drusen.

have also made an attempt to automatically classify AMD.9–12 However, the focus of these studies was primarily the
identification of images with the presence of AMD. No risk assessment or separation between AMD stages was done in
these studies. For clinical use, it is more relevant to know the extension of AMD than only the presence of AMD. This
information could be used in a screening setting where patients at high risk could be identified before they actually develop
advanced AMD. Doing this manually by human graders would be very costly and time-consuming. An automated system
would be a great outcome, reducing the costs substantial for such screening settings.

5. NEW OR BREAKTHROUGH WORK TO BE PRESENTED
As far as we are aware, this paper presents for the first time a method to distinguish between high risk and low risk
AMD patients and provides an exact AMD stage determination. This is an essential tool for large dataset analysis within
population studies and genotype-phenotype correlation analysis. For clinical routine, our method allows for quick and
reliable diagnosis of AMD for low cost in a screening settings, allowing for identification of affected, yet asymptomatic
patients.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed supervised classification method showed even good performance as trained human observers to distinguish
low risk AMD patients from high risk AMD patients. Precisely determining the AMD stage is more difficult but experiments showed promising results. The system may be improved by integrating the identification and analysis of pigmentary
changes in addition to drusen.
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